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Happy Fifth Anniversary

Today marks five years
ince the Nor'easter News was
printed. On November 5 2007,
Volume 1Is ue 1hi the stands;
put tog ther by asmall group of
tudent who had avj ion. This
mall group of tudents thought
that UNE needed areliable publical.i.on; one that community
members could trust. Since that
time, the newspaper has under-

gone the transition of five new
staffs and six Editor-in-Chieti ,
and the vision is passed along
during each succession.
In the fall of 2009, I was
afirst-year student in the process
of transferring. That obviously
never happened; instead, I met
with a faculty member who inspired me to stay and change my
major to English. Not long after
this, I saw asenior in the library
who Iknew was adouble major
in Engli hand Political Science.
I rather presumptuously ambushed her with dozens of questions and thoughts that Ibad, and

she patiently dealt with me. One
of her suggestions was that Ijoin
the Nor'easter News to meet other students with the same interests as me. and three years later,
Ican confidently say that I don't
regret this decision in the least
bit.
In the past three years,

I've seen the newspaper document what is now considered the
history of UNE. It has acted as
a type of chronicle and is atribute to our past. Our archives tell
many stories; some are rather
controversial, some are silly,
and others are viable rants. Contained within our newspaper s

Looking Back and Planning Ahead

BY JOCELYN KOLLER "Who is this girl?'' I imag- taping Nor' easter News postNor easter Staff

Every semester, the
University hosts an "Involvement Fair," which allows students to explore the possibility
of joining aclub, organization,
or team. As afirst-year student,
I remember winding my way
through amaze of tables, each
one seemingly more alluring th.an the next. I munched
on the complimentary candy
provided by the Activities Programming Board and Icontemplated the next four years of
my life. When we finally make
that big decision about what
college we want to attend, sit
down to p·ck our first semester's worth of classes, and realize that the whole "roommate
thing'' is going to be okay,
we feel th.at we have accomplished all that we need toour destiny is as certain as the
major we have just declared.
But the idea of who
w are and who we are about
to become is much more complex than our major and room
number. Four years ago, I
could picture myself becoming avolunteer at the Marine
Animal Rehabilitation Center
much as I could envi ion
joining the new paper. In fact,
Itried both· and for some time,
neither persona truly felt right.
But writing for the
! n wspaper became the love• hate relationship that Icouldn t
back away from. Each week
• Isigned up to write an article
about metb.ing I knew little
to nothfug about. Each week
I frantically asked, ''Who is
that? Where · that? How d I
do thatr• And somehow. I received answers. I emailed, interviewed. and typed-paying
careful attention to every yllab e, feeling the eye of my
peers one ery printed byline.

ined a facele s, namele s senior asking. ' Wby wouici she
write that?" Did such a scene
ever actually occur? Probably
not, but in my self-conscious
state I could only imagine the worst of outcomes.
Eventually, and without drawing attention to itself,
my nervousness subsided.
I hardly noticed the transition. Last year I spent my afternoons perusing myUNE
searching for news stories. I
harassed my fellow students
every chance I got- "Write
for the newspaper! It's great!"
Without ever realizing it, the
Nor'easter News became my
"thing." I thought about the
newspaper when I wasn t writing stories or at meetings; I
looked more closely at local
newspapers. I learned how
co duct interviews in person
and via email-vastly improving my people skills. I wrote
hard news articles, reviews,
and opinions which helped
me understand the subtle differences between each style,
improving my written and oral
communication skills overall. Mostly, I learned to work
hard. whether I was sitting in
front of a blank screen carefully contemplating my word
choice or repeatedly emailing a reluctant interviewee.
My experience as an
invo ved membe of the UNE
community over the past four
years seems to have come full
circle. At one point, I was a
small and terrified first-year,
meekly signing up for every
semi-attractive club and organization at the Involvement
Fair and blindly listening to
the newspaper member in my
English Composition class
who was begging students to
sign up. Today, I am the weirdo in your Exploration classes

ers on the chalkboard and
begging you to write a Professor Spotlight for our next
issue-but I like to think of
this transformation as amaturation, more than anything.
As I reflect on what led
me to join the newspaper, I am
faced with the reality of what
my "college life" may have
been like had Ichosen to sign
up for the Aquarium club or
the Dance Team instead. The
value of every club, organization, and team on campus is
unquestionable; each brings
its own skill et, progressive
members, and resume-building
participation opportunities.
So why the newspaper?
My answer is that the newspaper is different. The Nor'easter
News survives (and thrives,
even) on UNE's campus despite an environment that can
be less than conducive. Joining the newspaper can be challenging, in more ways than
one. Perhaps it is the maternal
pride 1feel for this increasingly accomplished publication, but Ibelieve that as far as
club and organizations go, the
Newspaper bas just as much if
not more to offer its members.
Such benefits may come from
the experience the newspaper

provides in writing and com-

history are headlines that bave
become mere stories and evidence of things that once were.
Within this issue, you
will read several reflection pieces. I don't really want to reflect
too much on the past, but rather
think about the future. I have a
hard time picturing anything

five years from now, just like I
have a hard time remembering
what my life was like five years
ago. But no matter where we go
or what we're doing, I hope the
Nor'easter News is still continuing to grow and capture the essence of the daily lives of UNE
community members. We have
a lot of goals in mind for what
we want the paper to become,
but UNE needs people to invest
their time into the Nor'easter
News in order to meet these
goals. The paper cannot sustain
itself; it needs new writers, photographers, designers, editors
and people who are willing to
entertain leadership positions.
It's hard putting trust into people
that I don't know yet, but I really do believe that people will
inherently sense the importance
of this publication and continue
to let it thrive under their capable
hands.
-Constance Glynn, EiC

ALetter from Dean.Hey to the
Nor'easter News
Congratulations to the
Nor'easter News on its fifth anniversary! Any student newspaper is
alabor of love, requiring hours of
dedicated service by ahandful of
students. Everyone in the university community benefits from their
hard work, yet too few take the time
to recognize or publicly appreciate
it. So allow me to say a heartfelt
''Thank You" to the Nor'easter staff
for all they do on behalf of the UNE

community.
UNE's reputation is as auniversity
on the move. In the five years that
the Nor'easter News has been in
operation, UNE inaugurated Colleges of Pharmacy and Dental Med-

icine, as well as programs in public
health. Amajor expansion brought
the land across Route 9into the Biddeford campus life. Undergraduate
students in the Westbrook College
of Health Professions transitioned
to spending their first two years on
the Biddeford campus. The opening
of the Alfond Forum brought stateof-the-art ice and athletic facilities
to UNE. The University inaugurated Centers for excellence in Global
Humanities, Land-Sea Interactions,
. Neuroscience, Global and Public
; Health, and Inter-professional Education. New deans were hired in
every single college and the University welcomed new Vice Presidents in the areas of Student Affairs Communications, Academic
Affairs, In titutional Advancement,
and Information Technology.
Few Universities couJd
thrive under such enormous change
as UNE does. The Nor'easter News
has shared this high-paced journey
every step of the way, documenting
the transitions, interviewing new
employees and students, asking the
hard questions and acting as the
guardian of the student interest at

good as acommunity's newspaper.
It is the rare document to which all
community members have access
and which acts not only as asource
of information, but of public debate
as well. I encourage all UNE faculty, students and staff to engage
the opportunities the Nor'easter
News creates: join the staff, suggest

story ideas, make yourself available
for interviews, read the new paper
regularly and encourage your peers
to do the same. Pick up the paper,
hold it in your hands, read it, and
talk about it with your friends - face
to face!
The College of Arts and Sciences, of which I am privileged to
serve as dean, is the home of the
liberal arts at UNE. We value and
promote everything that the student •
newspaper stands for: the power of
the written word, the importance
of public debate, the role of intellectual discourse in our society, and •
the need for popular engagement in
community affairs. The years we
spend immersed in a liberal arts
education enriches and prepares
us for the rest of our lives as we
move forward as coworkers, parents, community members, friends,
colleagues and global citizens.
Newspapers join us in that lifetime
journey and help us to stay true to
the values we at UNE hold dear:
commitment to truth and honesty,
care for our fellow human beings,
and protection of our natural environment. Thanks to the Nor'easter
News and all its staff for enriching
our experience at ONE and for pre•
paring us for what is lies beyond.
-Jeanne A.K. Hey, Dean

municating, but more than that,
joining the newspaper means
signing yourself up to work on
your tenacity-your ability to
hold on to your beliefs, your UNE. No institution in American
interests, and your passion. culture is as critical to the public
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Reflections

I developed an intimate knowl- we started with a great concept dous succes because of the all of
edge of the growing challenge and built the Nor'easter ews their dedication and hard work.
that faced the university. I felt from the ground up much like a We were able to establi ha trong

that students needed to have a
strong voice in the strategic planning of the university-integrating their needs and concerns
into the long term direction of
the university. My vision for the
new paper stemmed in part from
my de. ire to both help foster significant dialogue between the
tudents, faculty and administrator and also encourage more collaboration among the col1eges.
The concept of astudentrun newspaper was well received
by most at the university. We
were fortunate to have the strong
support from key administrators,
which helped to provide the initial
start-up funding for an undertaking of this magnitude. In essence,

small business would do. We
ought out community involvement by visiting local businesses
and asking for their support. We
met with administrators, faculty,
staff, and students, which helped
to create abuzz on the campu es
and sparked interest on multiple
levels. Hone tly speaking, we
figured out how to do this as we
went along. There were ob tacle
along the way but we persevered
and upport for the newspaper
continued to grow as we continued to produce aquality product.
We were blessed to have in pired,
motivated and hard-working writers and editors; not to mention truly upportive advisors. Our first
year in publication was atremen-

foundation for the Nor'easter
News, from which subsequent
years have continued to build
upon-improving the framework,
quality, and content with every
subsequent year in publication.
UJtimately, my aspiration
for the Nor'easter News is that it
will continue to serve as aconduit
for the exchange of ideas, opinions, and creative thoughts at the
Univer ity of ew England for
many years to come. It has been
five years now ince 'ts conception, and the paper i now stronger
than ever. This is a remarkable
accomplishment that everyone
involved can be truly proud of.

our own time spent on campus.
Throughout th.at fir t year we focu ed not only on the immediate
the mid40s.
demands of putting out anew ediSunday
tion each month, but also on the
Partly cloudy.
bigger picture challenges associHighs in the ulty advi or of the Nor'easter ated with building an organizalow 50s and New . From the start my role tional infrastructure that would
low in the
was as facilitator, not vi ion- position the paper to c ntinue afary. That latter distinction be- ter each of us had left its ranks.
mid40.
Councsy of weather.com
longed to John Lowery and to a
As an adjonct faculty
mall group of other students we member-as oppo ed to a full.
would as emble that first fall. time one- the opportunity to
I had been teaching Eng- have that sort of impact on UNE
•
Ii hCompo ition at UNE for three was tremendously appealing to
years when John a ked me to help me. Iloved UNE, as Ido now. but
him tart a new paper. John's in- under tood that the nature of an
tere in me temmed from the fact adjunct's po ition i such that it
that Ihad experience working a a offer certain benefits, but drawjournali t. l' d ;pent three year as backs too. One drawback is that ada reporter and columnist for The junct tend to have limited opporLocally
Worcester Telegram & Gazette tunity to engage with students in
to my arrival on campus. extracurricular learning acti.vitie .
The first Nor easter prior
The Nor'easter ews
And during my time at UNE, I'd
News i printed in been al owriting for ESPN .com. gave me that chance. And I relhope John's recollection i hed my time spent working
Biddeford ME at will be Isimilar
to mine when Ire- with students who were as pasacquiescing fairly readily to sionate about writing as I was.
the University of call
hi request. Like John, Isaw an op~
After we built an editoNewEn land. portunity for us to make alasting rial board, and matched student
impact on UNE. Founding anews- editors and writers with responNationally
paper would give tudents avoice, ibilitie that fit their intere t
place to celebrate the important (News, Features, Sports, EnWriters Guild of awork
they were doing both in ide tertainment, Photography, AdAmerica goe on and ou ide the clas room, and, vertising, etc.), I did my best to
yes, aplace to occasionally vent. impart to students an understandFrom the start our ambi- ing of sound journalistic pracwas to found a newspaper tices. I led students through a
•• Courtesy ofbninyhisrory.com tion
that would transcend each of series of "Journalism 101" work•

shops. Then we started assigning stories and writing articles.
As the first year progres ed, we tackled ome weighty
stories. Student reporters covered
President George H.W. Bu h's
visits to UNE and wrote about
the 2007-2008 presidential primary campaigns. Students looked
into an alleged ' peed trap" on
Pool Street that some thought
unfairly targeted students.
There were a handful of other articles- some
that eventually aw the light
of day and some that never
did-that kept me up at night.
Whilelagreedwiththe tudents who thought the Nor'easter
New hould be independent from
the ad.mini tration and not ju t a
PR mouthpiece for the Univer ity
I al o believed the paper would
have more long-term viability
if it trove above all else to earn
the tru t of the University and its
different constituencies. In other
words, Ithought the paper needed
to establi hareputation for being
unfailingly fair before it tackled
too many controversial i sue .
When we looked at other
student newspapers being printed
on campuses across the country,
we identified tho epracticing what
might be termed ' tabloid journalism" or 'sensationalism.' We
didn't wantto be that sort of paper.
As part of a workshop

on editorial fairness and journalistic integrity, we brought to
campus Jeannine Guttman, then
executive editor of The Portland
Press Herald. She was able to
speak with more authority and
knowledge than I possessed on
the topic of how to avoid bias.
We celebrated some unforgettable uccesses those first
few years and we lamented some
regrettable goofs. We et lofty
goals for our elves and tried to
hold each other to high standards .
It was alearning process for me,
as much as it was for the students.
Now when I ee each
new edition of the Nor'easter
News, Ithink back to those early
days, when we were scrambling
to make each month's deadline. I'm proud of what we accomplished and even more so
of what the paper has become.
Back then the Nor'easter
News was a tribute to the hard
work and pa ion of a dedicated
group of students. Although I
am no longer the faculty advisor, I imagine the ame could be
said of the paper today. I would
encourage any tudent desirous
of making his or her own lasting impact on UNE to get involved with the Nor'easter News.

room selection is going to take
place and be done with it. Instead, the newspaper is more of
an art form. While also updating students on current events, it
showcases talent and shines the
spotlight on young authors, photographers, and journalists alike.
Since graduation I have
kept my experience on the paper
prevalent on my resume and it
always comes up in job interviews when th yask that pesky
question: ..What leadership skills
do you po ess?" My time on the

paper magnified my time management, communication, and
leadership skills to a ridiculous
level. And I'll just say that any
reader interested in seeing how
much caffeine they can ingest
without dying should definitely
check out the Nor'easter News
as a resume/life skills booster.
Thank you for keeping OUI paper alive for these
five years, and keep enjoying it for years to come1

Partly cloudy.
Highs in the
mid50 and
low in the
mid40.

My name i John Lowery. Iwas the founding editor-inchief of the Nor'ea ter News. I
received my B.S. degree in MediTOMORROW
cal Biology from the Univer ity
Rain possible.
of New England in 2003. I went
on to earn my medical degree and
Highs in the
Ph.D. in Biomedical Science in
mid 60. and
2010 as part of adual D.OJPhD.
low in the
program offered collaboratively
low 50 .
through
University Of ew
WEEKEND FORECAST England the
College Of Oteopathic
Friday Showers po - M~dicine and the Univer ity of
ible. Highs Maine Graduate School. I am
currently aFamily Medicine re iin the mid 50s dent
physician at Central Maine
andlow in
Medical Center in Lewiston, ME.
the mid 40.
During my time at UNE,
Showers po• Saturday
sible. Highs

in the low 50s
and low in

JOSH PAIIlGIAN

Nor' ea ter News first Faculty Advsior
I wa the original fac-

On This Day
m
History in

2007

TYGOWEN
• Nor easter
ews Editor-inChief
Five years ago, it' 3AM,
and I'm itting in the news room
with Maris a Simoe , my Managing Editor. We·r tb cracked
out on as much caffeine as ahuman body can metabolize bef, re it goe in to hock. The
Halloween 'special edition' was
due to the printers three hours
ago, but we both know that no
on i going to be checking on
it until the morning. With article · and picture str wn about
the r m, no idea of how we are
going to lay them out in the paper, and even le of an idea of
how to ac mpli h all thi before dawn, we have aridiculou
l kahead of u . However, seaone in our trade, thi was not
the first time e dmet the harlot k.no nas •3AM', and as the
or'easter ew turn five, Im
ure it was no th la t titn an
editor did thi, midnight dance.
My name i Tyler Go en and Iwas th Editor-in-Chief
of th or' easter e, during its
infan y. During my Junior year

at UNE, I was just an English
major with a little extra time on
my hands, because all my friend
were taking O-Chem. Somewhat
lonely while my friend tudied,
I wa looking for aclub to join.
Luckily the 'club and activities fair' was giving away free
Frisbee that year and thi was
enough of a draw to pull me
away from my Nintendo DS and
learn about the newly forming
newspaper. The rest was history, and within a few months
the other found rs and my elf
came together in our pare time
to work out the details of how
one starts a new paper, what
needs to go in to said newspaper,
and how one prin a new paper on abudget of zero dollars.
Seeing th Nor'easter
New turn from afad into an actual tu.dent new outlet w the
be t thing that could have happened. before I graduated, and
I can only imagine how it has
continued to grow since I've
been gone. I met some of my
be t friends while working as
a n wie, and had great adventur ' writing my favorite column
Weird UNE' with my co-writer,
and be tfriend, Mandy Wertman.

With this column we were able to
meet with locals, and bring talltales, lore, and ghost storie from
around southern Maine back to
the students at UNE (go look
it up, trust me, its awesome.)
It was through this column that I came to see that student newspapers are much more
than ju t a news outlet for the
student population. If that's all
they were good for, the University could just email tudents
with updates about new enat the cafeteria or when

•••

•
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Reflections

MARISSA
SIMOES

5. Learn to be happy all
1. Bring your whole heart
into this lineofwork.Ittake pas- the time. The news can be both
sion and dedication. If you lack incredibly fun and intolerably
even alittle of either, you'll find sad. If you can't teach yoruself
Nor easter New Editor-in- yourself
swallowed whole by this to smile after writing about dead
Chief
wacky world we call the news. puppies and mutilated children,
you '11 never smile again. This i
A I mwriting thi •I'm
2. Stop racking up debt. one of the hardest parts about the
also checking for grey hairs and There' no money in joumali m job , but one of the most essensaggy kin. Im told it's been anymore. Leave college with a tial to urviving in the busine s.
fi e year ince we tarted the littleinthereda youcanor ... plan
Nor 'Easter News but Ifeel fartoo on being homeles at lea t once.
6. Re-read number 1.
young to have done anything that
Love the news or leave the news.
monumental half a d cade ago.
3. You don't have to
The Nor'Easter News be a Journalism major to be
Thank you to the
w my life for a who e three a joumali t. I wasn't. I found or'Easter News editor , writyears. Late nights editing, early having a background in writ- ers and staff members who have
mornings writing. mid-after- ing and politics (English and carried o t the misL ion we benoon begging peopl for h Ip. Political Science) helped gan with five years ago. I'm o
The Nor'Easter New was my give me a solid background. incredibly proud. To the rest of
college e perience. It provided
you at UNE, get involved. You
me with o much more than I
4. GetinvolvedincoUege! have the opportunity to let your
could have ever expected. Today Stop reading this find the editor voice be heard. Students at uniIam anew producer at WTEN, of the or Easter New and tart versities in less fortunate part
the ABC affiliate in Albany, writing. Then after that, go find of the world would kill for this
New York and I love what I do. an internship ... or two ... or three. kind of freedom. So consider
For tho e of you inter- Do are earch project or tart a your elf fortunate to go to UNE
ted in going .into journalism as blog. which is what I did. Even that has such a great publicaa career, let me give you some if not many people read it it' tion. Don't let it go to waste.
advice that I have taken my elf: important to do something.

DIANE
FITZPATRICK
Nor'easter News Edi or
[ had opinions...
...About many thing .
Politics, ocietal norms, mu ic,
tclcvi ion relation hips food,
literature, the weather ... the list
goe on. I was that girl with a
dozen or so mug bumper stickers on my car. Iwas that girl with
apicket ign and a cause to believe in. I mean what twentysomething girl with a fetish for
word isn't like that? And so, the
tory goes on that it was all rather natural when the or'easter'
fir t edition bit the stands that
I would interj t myself into
this extracwricular activity.
And there was thi man-boy on
campu , by the name of Tyler
Gowen. (Affectionately known
as 'Ty'). He helped give birth to
this whole paper thing and ju t
ohappened to be in one of my
English classes. He suggested I
contribute. and the rest is hi tory.
Five years. It' very endearing. But it leaves me to wonder why five years is to be adecided mile tone. That omeone,
om where, decided five year
j better than four or even seven.
For e ample: five years of marriage, one is to receive terling

JOHNMICHAEL
CASCIO

or'easter New Editor
back on mid•• Augu t,Reflecting
2006, I arrived as a

fir t~year tudent r ady for soccer pre-sea on, campu was
• much impler. Four .first year
d nn , and three upper clas men dorms, that was it. Throw in
ahandful of academic buildings
and that
the UNE that attracted me to Biddeford, Maine.
Many read rs are already thinking; no blue turf? o
d rms aero Route 9? o and
n . In fact all that as acr
Route 9 were trees ildlife,
and e faint rumors that omething as going to be built there.
tepp gbac onto cam.pu this past S pe ber has truly
pen
to the poten ·al

COURTESY OF GOOGLE

silver and for seven--copper
(or wool) i tradition. It's just a
thought. The truth of the matter
is that thi as ignment to reflect
back to five years ago j quite almot more than my mind's-eye
can proces . It adifficult feeljng. Being five years from the
place you once were ... five years
past! And you think to your elf--1 u ed to be that person. And
this introspection can lead you to
all kind of crazy place . I once
moked. o ce threw pennie at
red corvettes. I once was a passionati , god-loving asshole. Etc.
This is why any given employer
will mo t alway certainly ask
you where you see yourself in
five year time. Becau e if you
can honestly sit there and tell
them you really (1 mean REALLY) know the kind of person
you will be in the future than
you really know who you are-or you are ju t a very good liar,
in which case, they hire you anyway becau eyou are ridiculously convincing. This is the reality
of adulthood. But when you. are
young and hopelessly foolish,
you think of yourself as already
grown. I don't have opinions to
voice the e day . You get to a
point in adulthood where you realize no one f ally gives adamn
what you think. And you don't
give adamn what they think. And
ju t olong a you can live lives
without affecting one another,

its a beautiful thing. Doesn't
always work o smoothly, but
the young passion--the drive--it's all but dwindled in the face
of respon ibility and diligence.
So what have I been doing since graduation? This is
the point in the article where
rm meant to exploit my po tgraduation accomplishment ,
compliment my Alma Mater, and
warm reader to the notion of
real-world grandeur. The har h
truth of the matter is that the
real world isn't nearly as exciting and exhilarating as colleg~.
In the real world. no on gives
two turds about where you went
to college. Or what you majored
in. Or what your college advisor thought of your enior theis (no matter how brilliant and
well constructed and original it
may have been). At the end of
four years, this experience will
become nothing more than what
you choose to include on your
resume. But at the end of the
day, no matter how inapplicable
my collegiate experience may be
to real world applications. during
my time with the Nor'easter, I
was con i tently exposed to new
and fresh ideas, faces, and philo ophies. There was opportunity for intellectual intercourse. I
was challenged. And, although I
can't claim to know a lot about
science or brain chemistry. I'm
fairly certain my mind grew some

new waves during this time. My
bookshelves would not be as expansive as they are, if not for college. My work ethic (which has
afforded me three raises and one
substantial promotion) would
not be as fierce and driven without my collegiate experience .
True story. You can't put a price
tag on true knowledge or selfgrowth. Unles you want to look
at my college loan statement.
There is aprice tag there, in bold
letters, lest one should forget.
I turned twenty- ix recently. It would have been rather
uneventful, except I decided it
would be a good time to jump
off the wagon. Just as my life
has ettled down---college:
check, job: check, blissful matrimony: check.procreate: check,
compare car insurance rates:
cbeck!--but, I started to wonder if l was really living. I mean,
really. The 9-5 monotony has a
way of wearing on you. Arguing
with the Starbucks bari ta about
the ridiculousness of using the
term grande' to order my thirdworld, free trade American coffee wasn't quite slicing the cake.
An existential crisis of sorts.
First world problems, Iknow. So
Iteased my hair as if I were my
mother 30 years ago, cozied my
ass into a pair of skinny jeans,
and hit the town of Biddo. Long
story short, Iended up outside of
my house at one o'clock in the

that UNE has already started
to show. UNE is now home to
a tate-of-the-art athletic facility growing athletic team , new
dorms, a growing student body,
new academic buildings and the
alway succes ful academic .
While on campu I al o
had the ability to pick up the
current i ue of the Nor'easter
News. While flipping through
the page , catching up on the Jocal news, athletic , and gossip,
I couldn't help my elf to think
how pr ud I a that the paper
was till continuing to ucceed
and grow. When Ifirst heard the
idea that UNE w going to ereate a student run n paper I
knew I wanted to get involved.
I knew I wanted to get invol ed
becau I already had a bac ground injoumali m. During my
f. ur year in high- hool I participated in aclas titled 'Media
Journalism." Titis clas opened
my eye to both print and ideo

media while teaching me writing
and editing techniques.
Fast forward to the start of
tbeNor'easterNew :ahandful of
student , an advisor, and achalkboard ful] of ideas. We had little
idea of how it was going to work,
but we were all optimistic. The
first two people that helped set
the foundation for this new paper were fonner Associate Dean
of Studen , Daryl Co te, and
profe or/author, Josh Pahigian.
Without their guidance and enthusiasm, we wouldn't have been
able to even publi h one paper-let alone keep it going for five,
out of what will be many, years.
The next two tudents who al o
helped set the foundation were
former Sports Editor and Managing Editor, Ramin Edmond, and
former Editor In Chief, Mari a
Simoe . Without the dedication
of either, we would probably
still be in a lecture hall in Ali nd, staring at the chalkboard.

As asports management
major, the newspaper played a
very influential role in my studies. I have alway been fascinated with athletics and sports,
which is the main reason (in
high-school and college alike)
that I focused on writing for
the sports ection of the paper.
Staff writing for the sports section helped accelerate me to the
sports editor position, which I
held for two years; both positions
allowed me to become a tronger writer and communicator.
Being a trong communicator plays a very large role
in my present-day career. I am
currently the Service Manager
at an automotive sale and ervice facility, and everyday I
am constantly communicating
be een co-workers, suppliers, and customers. Vehicle repairs are an item that not many
people know or understand; the
proper communication and writ-

morning, without house keys. As
I stood on my toop waiting for
my dear, re ponsible husband to
let me in I saw a pair of neighborhood boys smoking what they
would fondly refer to as adoobie
behind my house. In my inebriated state, I thought it a good
idea to approach them. I lec-

tured on the importance of literacy--staying in scbool--honestly.
This is what happens when the
creative mind is without outlet.
You begin conducting drunken
lectures to stoned neighborhood
boys and girls. Working for the
Nor'easter used to prevent this
sort of behavior for me. The
Nor'easter once was a place for
one with a(somewhat) creative
mind to express. Whether that
be sports, or news, or opinion--an outlet in which we could
express our re pective marks on
society. That's pretty awesome.
So this is my ' tay in
school ... live your dream... be
who you are at this given time'
sort of wrap•up statement. Because that drunkard on the
sidewalk who is preaching the
importance of post-secondary •
education i really a geruus. •
I'm a Nor'easter alumni, boys
and girls. Like me on Facebook.

•

ing skills allow me to convey my
message in an easy and understandable way to the consumer.
Five year is agreat accomplishmen for the Nor'easter
News, and I couldn't have been
more excited to help contribute to it. A I am sure you have
heard before, the next one to four
years are very important. UNE
bas made some very important
changes that can only aid in the
ucce sof each and every student
that passes through their doors. If
Ican leave you with one word of
wi,dom it will be: enjoy. Enjoy
your classes and clas mates. Enjoy your profe sor . Enjoy the
beautiful campus and ocean that
many people rarely ee. Enjoy the
athletics. And especially enjoy
your weekends and time together
as friends because before you
know it, the thrill will be over.
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SEAN DOYLE

Nor easter News Editor
Ayear and half removed
from UNE life, Iwas contacted to

rite apiece for the Nor'Easter
New . I thought briefly for a
moment. "What do I owe those
people I already wrote countle articles for and gave them
my time while I was there under
three different po itions?" Then,
my next thought was, "Well, actually, more than Iever thought."
As a port management
and business tudent at UNE,
I was approached by a friend
who told me, "Dude write some
sports articles, you 're pretty
funny and we need writers anyway _,, I thought, "Why not?'
So there it began--one article
every other week on a sport
team or intramural port of my
choosing. I figured that I was at
most of the games anyway, and
I played intramural ports, so I
decided to do it, My friend was
the sports editor at the time, anyway. So I wrote some decent articles with some good one-liners,
and got some compliments from
friends. I only wrote for a semester and the next year decided
to take it a little more eriously.

ALYSSA
FASTNACHT
Nor'easter News Editor-inChief
The summer before arriving at UNE, I received a let-

ter in the mail about becoming
a member of the Nor'easter
ew .I had no experience prior,
ut I always loved editing, so
1went to the fir t meeting and,
two day later, became the Features Editor. I kept that po ition
until my third and final year on
the Bidd ford campu . when I
became the Managing Editor.
The Nor' easter News
provided me with many opportunitie to grow as a writer and
a leader. The most memorable
experience I had was attending the Associated Collegiate
Pres Convention in Minneapo• lis,
Minnesota. where Brandon
Hotham (then Editor-in-Chief)
and I met tudents from aero s
• the country and learned how to
make the newspaper successful
on campus. From motivating
writer to designing the pages,
we came back to UNE with considerable knowledge of the inner
workings of getting th paper to

Reflections

So my junior year progre sed, and I wrote more and
more articles. Ieventually ended
up winning Writ.er of the Year
for the paper. Again, not anything Ithought would impact my
life- but acool honor and some-thing I could call home and tell
my parents about. As the year
came to an end, I was asked to
be the sports editor for the next
year. This was aposition Iended
up taking and gaining alot from.
At this point I was asenior and
was starting to wonder about the
dreaded but ever predetermined
"real life' that I always joked
about with friends. So,as abusines major, I knew marketing/
sales was the route I wanted to
take to pay those "real life" bills.
I then decided to take on another position with the newspaper:
Advertising Manager. This .involved selling advertisements in
the paper. After first applying, I
was denied· but I really wanted
it, because Iknew it had value as
a resume-builder. So I wrote the
editor-in-chief aletter on why I
was the man for the job. Long
story short Igot it and did it with
enough uccess to warrant listing it on my resume again. This
was not something that Ithought
would ever impact my life later.

So to sum it up, I held
three different positions on the
paper from my sophomore to senior years at UNB. These po itions earned me anomination for
the Community Service Member
of the Year Award at the end of my
time at UNE, again something my
parents were proud of-- but to me
wasn't really a big deal except
for as the old "resume builder."
The things I learned over
the three years I was involved
with the paper were very significant in the jobs rve held since
graduating from UNE. The first
position was the ports/news
writer for the paper. This position helped me polish my communication skills, both written
and oral. I use these communication skills on a daily basis
as a ales professional. I give
anywhere between 10~ 20 twominute ales presentations every
day. I don't have much time to
convey apoint to the small busi•
nes owner talking to who is
thinking about buying my product. I need to speak eloquently
and decisively to display my
point to them. Ialso learned the
value of being a member of a
team. I learned about deadlines,
time-management, and how to
approach coaches and athletes

about setting up an interview.
The writer position taught me
how to portray a clear and concise point to an audience. The
writer of the year award was a
talking point in every interview
I'v bad for jobs since leaving
UNE, and it s something I list
on my resume that Improud
of. It actually got me an interview to write for the MeridenRecord Joumal, areal-life paper
in Connecticut. It was a position I was offered part time, but
declined for greener pastures.
The most critical position
Iheld at the paper by far was the
Advertising Manager's po ition.
Prom this po ition I got an internship, and, yes-a full time job
selling advertising for the New
Haven Register in New Haven,
CT. I learned critical professional skills such as cold calling.
price negotiation sales, customer
relatio~ customer service, and a
myriad of other tangible business
skiUs. Iredesigned the media kit
for the paper, and polished my
sales skills to grow revenue for
the Nor'Easter News. In "real
life," it is partly about what you
have done in the past, but mostly
what can you do for the company
you're trying to work for. After
a two-and-half hour interview

with the adverti ing director of
the paper, I was offered a job-when many other people were
interviewed that day (some with
more experience)--and Iaccepted
it. The job asked for one to three
years of media ales e~perience.
I applied Jiguring I bad about
one year of experience selling
for the Nor'Easter News, plus an
internship where I was involved
with selling television ads, too.
When I was interviewed for the
position, my experience at the
paper was amajor talking point,
and I was told it was why I got
the job. I was able to relate my
previous experiences and e trapolatc knowledge to that job.
I've since left for another sales
po ition. but that first job is what
has gotten me to where Iam now.
The Nor'Easter News
has, without a doubt, gotten
me to where I am today. It has
taught me countless skills that
I know have given me "resume
builders," internships and eventually full-time sales positions.

print. Deadlines and late nights
at the office cemented the importance of time management
and prioritizing and seeing the
newspaper all across campus
in the hands of students, faculty, staff and visitors was what
made every minute worth it.
Now, 1am in my fifth
and final year of school tudy.ing occupational therapy on
the Portland Campus. I recently began my first level two
clinical at OT Works 4 Kidz,
LLC in Windham, NH, and I
am loving th experience. I'm
looking forward to graduating with a Master's degree in
the coming year, and entering
the work force shortly after.
All three years I spent
with the Nor'easter News were
great, and Iappreciate the work
of everyone who had a hand in
making the paper come together
each time. Happy 5year anniversary to the Nor'easter News,
and best of luck to our stude ts.
faculty and taff who continue to
fill it with what we love to read!

DANIELLE
CROPLEY
Nor'easter News Editor-in-

newsprint and the way that ink
stained my fingertips that made
me feel like l was really making
my mark at UNE, even if it was
just adot. At the end of my first
semester writing, 1was ready to
take on more responsibility in the
form of an editor po ition, and
even though the Opinions Editor position was filled, I found a
home, at least for ashort while,
presiding over th news section.
Now, news isn't always
the most interesting or exciting
part of the paper, but it is the
foundation (1 mean. it wouldn't
be called a.. newspaper" without
"news"). However. 1 took my
job as the editor seriously and
always strove to find out what
students wouldn't have been told
otherwise. Even though I enjoyed being an editor and acontinuing opinions writer, I found
myself wanting more in terms of
self-expression and connection
with students. Due to the Opinions Editor leaving the position
opened back up in the second
semester of my sophomore year,
allowing me to step down as
News Editor and take hold of the
position 1truly wanted. I found
my niche in the realm of journalism, and again, found myself
grateful for another opportunity.
At the end of my sophomore year, I was asked by the
Editor-in-Chief (ironically, my
former RA from my first year) if
I would like to be his succe or.
So not only had I made a difference writing and editing the paper, but now 1was going to run
it, and take it in the direction I
wanted and felt the students
eeded. My junior year was
filled with many ups and downs,

alot of hard work and responsi-

rm

Chief
When I came to UNE in
August of 2009, I bad a lot of
ideas in regards to how I wanted
to spend my time at UNE. While
getting involved was always a
goal of mine, there was one item
on my agenda that I was particularly set on accomplishing:
being a part of the Nor'easter
News. You see in my hometown
of Mars Hill, Maine, about 300
miles North of UNE (yes, Maine
really is THAT big) I wanted to
do all of the things that my high
school couldn't offer. I wanted
to be in a theater program. I
wanted to dissect cadavers in a
gro anatomy class. Finally, I
wanted to make adifference in
the world of printed journalism.
Due to lack of resources, interest, and staffing, I was never
able to make a school newspaper happen in my hometown;
but UNE gave me the opportunity to finally make that dream
come true, and I am grateful.
Beginning at the start of
the second semester of my first
year (I chose to Jay low and focus on the school for my first
semester). I found my elf acting
as a pseudo-ghost writer for the
Nor'easter News. At the time,
my RA was the Opinions Editor so I found it easy to expres
my elf by sending him a new
piece every week and waiting
eagerly to see it printed the following Wedne day. There was
ju t omething about the mell of

bilities, but the Nor'easter News
always left me feeling like I had
done something to make a difference at the end of every day. I
was able to work with and learn
from so many unique and talented individuals that 1can only say
thank you to each and every one
of them for allowing the paper to
become what it was, and js today. Being EIC was everything I
bad wanted it to be, and Iknow
that the year I spent overseeing
the Nor'easter News was one
that I wil1 always carry with me.
Today, 1mstill at UNE,
bu now on the Ponland Campus
in my first year of graduate work
as an Occupational Therapy student. Although
not often
present on the Biddeford campus, I still pick up the paper and
read ·t when Ican, and take pride
in the work of those who continue to make the paper everything
it can be and more. Had I not
been part of the paper, I know I
wouldn't have had access to the
connections or scholarships that I
have now nor would Ihave such
an admiration for printed news.
Even though not everyone values journalism in the same way
I do, I hope readers realiz.e how
lucky it is to attend aschool that
not only allow students to know
what's going on around them,
but welcomes such ideas with •
open arms.I know I made adif- :
ference thanks to the Nor easter
News, and the Nor'easter
News made a difference in me. •

rm
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ALetter from Karl Koeppel
Dear Nor easter News Staff,
On the celebration of
your fifth anniversary, I was
a keel to pau eand look back on
the past three year: that I have
worked with the paper and offer my overall reflections about
what I have een throughout my
time here. ] till remember the
casual conver ation I had during
my first month at UNE, when
two of our Resident Advi ors
that year approached me during
fall training. They bad heard that
I had advised a chool newspaper in apreviou job. I think that
I was eating dinner when the e
two students casually walked
up to me and asked if I would
be intere ted in helping them
out. l remember the thoughts
going through my head about
what I getting myself into. The
very next weekend happened to
be a production weekend, and I
was already knee-deep in layout

problems and editorial questions;
I was off and running.
From the very beginning,
I was struck by the dedication
of the students and the ability
of the student staff to make the
paper happen. Iremember listening to a staff member s weekly
schedule, and wondering how on
Earth they could fit in the time to
write stories, edit, do layout, and
alway manage to get the paper
out. That has always been one of
the things that struck me about
UNE students in general-but
the Nor'easter News staff has always been the cream of the crop.
During the summer of
2011, I had the opportunity to
attend the Associated Collegiate Pre s Summer Workshop
held at the University of Minne ota. Here, Iwas with just two
of the tudent staff members,
and we were playing with the
big leagues. There were chools
that had taff numbers and office

spaces that were exponentially
greater than what we at UNE
had. Yet, in my conversations
with other advisors 1 realized
that these staffs were plagued
with strife, single-mindedness,
and internal conflicts that had affected several of the publications
from out ide of UNE. Maybe
they didn't have the same selflessnes of UNE students and the
newspaper staff.
Throughout my time
working with the newspaper, I
have done my be t to support the
paper. Iam constantly reminding
people that it is not just another
club or organization· it is apublication showcasing the university as a who)e and provided a
sounding board for students. In
this time of shrinking print media due to other forms of mass
media, the power of the written word and the ability to have
someone s words published for
the world to see continues to pro-

vide an experience that cannot be
matched.
The marketing of the
Orientation issues and support
of the Undergraduate Student
Govemment has allowed the paper to continue to be at the forefront of both delivering informati.on to the campus as whole and
welcoming new members to the
UNE community. Through these
experiences, the newspaper has
created continuing partnerships
with departments across campus
and worked to provide consistent
information for the UNE com-

book and Twitter accounts, and
is looking at way of integrating
all of these into a multi-faceted
internet presence. There has also
been continued work of integration with the happenings on the
Portland campus and the Saco/
Biddeford community.
I offer the Nor'easter
News staff this wish of good
luck and support for abright future. I have been honored to be
part of your journey and I look
forward to the continued growth
in the future. Your dedication to
this process and to this publicamunity.
tion has been woven into the fabThis anniversary started ric of UNE today.
with a facelift of the layout and -Karl Koeppel Coordinator of
masthead as well as an expanStudent Involvement
sion in paper size. This was again
done in an effort to keep the paper current and fresh, and to
reflect current trends. Throughout the past year, the paper has
integrated social media into its
presentation by including Face-

Scrivs: Don't let Five Years Pass You By
BY STEVE SCRIVENER
Nor~easter Staff
For the past three years,
I've written an article for the
Nor easter New titled "According to Scrivs.'' Thi article
showed up in every issue of the
paper throughout my time at
UNE-1 have so many article
that 1could probably cut out all
the thing I've written, rake them
into a giant imitation-leaf pile,
and jump in them. You may be
asking: Steve why would you
want to pend your tirn writing
for the paper when you already
have so many papers and projec to work on? Well, I would
say that my time at the paper has
been a great way for me to expr myself from day one. From
the time I tarted my column, I
was able to write my own opinion, and beliefs about what wa
happening here at UNE- and
have my cla smates read them. I
can hone tly ay that this agreat
feeling, and I wouldn't change
•

2007

the way I've spent my years at
UNE. But Iwill say that my time
with the paper, and at UNE in
general, has run out much quicker than Iever thought it would.
For me it feels like just
yesterday that I walked into my
fre hmen English class with a
couple of my hockey buddies,
where we were greeted by Professor Wormwood, who emphasized how much time flies in college. I only wish I bad believed
him. After three-and-a-half years,
the post-college question are
now flying through my head, as
Iquickly realize how unprepared
I am for the real world-which
is only ix r o month away.
I am not unprepared becau e I
slacked in school, or got caught
up in ome bad addiction; I just
never really thought about my
future five ten fifteen, or more
rears down the road. ot that a
22-year-old really need to know
all the answers to something like
that. But. at this point, it has begun to set in how big of atransi-

tion it will be after college when
you go on a few interviews that
don't exactly go how you had envisioned.
But for many of you your
time at UNEisjustbeginning. By
now, all of you have more than
likely completed your first wave
of midterms; don t worry it only
gets tougher from here. It probably seems like just yesterday
that you were moving into your
first-year dorm rooms with the
assistance of your parents but
with the snap of afinger, here we
are- taring November right in
the face. Before you know it, we
will be on break for Turkey Day
when all of asudden, the thought
of Christmas hopping will pop
into your head. Although we may
not realize it on aday-to-day basis, the semester do com and
go pretty quickly. I urge you to
make the most of your time here
at UNE by staymg involved with
the community. You can do this
by attending a hockey game or
even by just picking up acopy of

the Nor'easter News to browse
through while you eat lunch. But
an even better way to be active
is to join an organization like the
paper-where you can express
your opinions and allow your
voice to be heard.
Between attending the
Dance of the Damned and aimlessly walking along Hills Beach
Road in the middle of the night,
by now you have likely enjoyed
your first taste of independence.
Although as underclassmen you
are only in the beginning of this
new chapter in your life, oon
enough you will start planning
for your future-be it graduate
school, working at a restaurant
for a few year before you get
ettled on your feet, or trying to
jump right into the real world.
Writing for the paper will help
you perfect any of those skills in
my opinion.
I've been writing for the
paper for three and a half years
now, and I think some of you
should pick it up. Although I am

Then and Now: The World in 2007 and 2012

"What Goes Around ...
•
Comes Arou.ndn by Justin
Timberlake
• Top Three Fads:
Myspace
Top Three Books:
Juicy Couture
Harry Potter and the
Bang
Deathly Hallows, J.K.
Rowling
Top Three Movies:
The Secret, Rhonda Byrne
Spider-Man 3
Eat, Pray. Love, Elizabeth
Shrek the Third
Gilbert
Tran former
Top Five World Head/,ines:
Top Three Songs:
33 Killed in Virginia Tech
"The Way IAre" by Tiinal- Shooting
and featuring Keri Hil on
"U and Ur Hand" by P.nk

The Mortgage Crisis
iPhone Unveiled on June
29,2007
The Saffron Protests
Petraeus Under Fire

2012
Top Three Fads:
Dubstep
Neon clothing
Instagram

Top Three Movies:
Marvers The Avengers
The Dark Knight Rises
The Hunger Games
Top Three Songs:
"One More Night" by Maroon 5
"Gangnam Style" by PSY
"Some Nights" by fun.

somewhat nervous for the future,
I know that no matter what I do
from here, the paper will play a
huge role in it. It's hard to believe that the paper is only five
years old, and I've been apart of
it for so long. Professor Wormwood wasn t kidding when he
said time flies; these past five
years of_the paper have been fa t,
but great. Why wouldn't anyone
want to be a part of something
like it?
Join the paper, be patient, prepare for the future, but
do not focus so much energy on
the future that you forget to get
involved in the process of documenting today. Because soon
enough, we will all be on the
streets trying to find our niche
in the workplace. Don't let the
years pass you by and be left
with having to flip through old
newspapers in order to remember being a part of something.
Take it into your own bands.

.

Suzanne Collins
The Bone Bed, Patricia
Cornwell
Top Five World Headlines:
Colorado Movie Theater
Shooting
U.S. Presidential Election
Tensions Rise in Libya
Top Three Books of 2012: War on Contraceptives
Fifty Shades of Grey Trilogy, EL. James
Ending the War in Afghani- •
The Hunger Games series, Stan
••
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Headllnesfrom the Past:

Some of the Biggest Stories of the Past Five Years
Vol. I Issue 1

DebutatUNE
By Mari aSimoe
Breaking New Ground with the Simoes gave an account of the
new statue at the George and
Bushes
Barbara Bush center.
By Maris aSimoes
President Danielle Ripicb, General Brent Scowcroft, fonner
Vol. 3I sue 2
President George H.W. Bush and
First Lady Barbara Bush broke UNE Hosts "Freedom Without
ground at the new George and Wallsn Exhibit
Barbara Bu hCenter.
By AJ Fredette
This exhibit was a celebration
UNECOM breaks ground
of the 20 year anniversary of
By Tyler Raymond
the Berlin wall coming down,
ommi sioner John Richard on, and was featured twice in the
Governor John Baldacci Student Nor'easter News.
Tru tee Ryan Smith Pre ident
Ripich, and Board of Tru tee rnyUNE transitions to Google
Chair Vincent Furey Jr. broke By Tristian Rowe
ground at the Pickus Center for Rowe addressed the tran ition to
Biomedical Re earcb.
Google and what thi meant for
UNE commucity members.

Vol. 1Issue 2

By Eli abeth Ziemba
This ad and unfortunate event
was covered by Elisabeth Ziemba who captured the essence of
Morgane a aperson and traced
hi involvement with the university.

Retention: Tl,e New "BuU:'
Word of Student Affairs
By Brandon Hotham
Hotham wrote an expose on how
concerned Student Affair has
become with retention, and their
plans to increase retention in the
future. Since this article, a few

different programs and initiatives taken to increase UNE's retention rate.

UNE's Goals to Lower Carbon
Footprint Being Met
By Danielle Cropley
This was one of the first articles
Vol. 3I sue 6
showcasing the concerns UNE
Honors Program Revitalized al has over its carbon footprint.
UNE
Rugby Continues to Grow
By Michael Campinell
By Tara Connell
Campinell informed reader: on Club
rugby grows, and Connell

UNE Hockey Skates on Through
By John-Michael Cascio
Cascio captured the increase of
school pirit after ju t one home
game of the men's ice hockey
team in December of 2007.
the important changes that the discussed the future of the team.
Honor program underwent.

Vol. l Issue 3

The Infamous Bob
By Maris aSimoe and Amanda
Simmon
Thi was a piece featuring the
popular ecurity officer Bob and
hi life in the government.

Vol. 2I ue 2

The Squirrel,Tagging Project
By Hannah Goodnow

Goodnow wrote about the curiou quirrel tagging project and
wha exactly the project entailed.
She al o stre ed how long it
would be apart of UNE, and two
full years later, it's still going on.

What About Us?

By Diane Fitzpatrick
Fitzpatrick wrote acontroversial
editorial on the ways in which
Humanitie tudents were treatcrime-related incidents on cam- ed at UNE. This article sparked
pu ,atip line was created on No- adiscussion concerning the Libvember 12, 2008 where students eral Arts here at UNE.
could come forward with any
Vol. 4Issue 1
infonnation they would like to
reveal anonymou ly.
Sokokis Construction ASuccess
By Danielle Cropley
Vol. 3Issue 1
Cropley wrote about the new
UNE Expands Across Rouu 9 Sokokis residence hall and gave
reader insight into what was in
By Michael Campinell
Campinell captured the plans that the building.
UNE had to expand the campu
acros Route 9--plans that have
Vol. 4Issue 2
been carried out today.

UNE Sets up Anonymous Tip
Line
By Mari aSimoes
In re pon eto anumber of hate-

Vol. 4Issue 6
UNE'sNewest Attempt at
Social Networking: likealittle.
comlune
By Katelyn Kaulback
Kaulback wrote about the phenomenon that was likealittle,

By Ryan King ton
Kingston wrote this article entertaining UNE's efforts in becoming more green. Since the publication of thi i sue, UNE has
made several strides in reducing

its carbon footprint.

Vol. 5Issue 1
UNE Welcomes Dean Hey and
Provost Williams
By Constance Glynn
This article was an introduction
to two new administrators, Dean
Jeanne Hey and Provost Jack
Williams, who joined UNE in
the fall of 2011.
Vol. 5Issue 2
Decary Renovations for the
2011-2012 Academic Year
By Danielle Cropley

By Danielle Cropley
Cropley wrote about DeWolfe's
efforts to create apartnership
between UNE and the Mu eum.

Vol. 4Issue 11

Dr. Pet.er Morgane Passes Away UNE Goes Solar: Panels InStatue of 41 t Pre wnt Maus at 83
stalkd on tl,e Campus Center

Tuitu>n Set to Increase by 4.5%
By Con tance Glynn
This article di cussed another
increase in tuition; the third one
documented since the Nor'easter
News was first printed in 2007.

Vol SIssue 12
Heart ofBiddeford Grows with
help of UNE Students

By Jocelyn Koller
This article explained the ways
in which UNE students had col-

laborated with the Heart of Biddeford initiatives.

Vol. 6Issue I
UNE Welcomes Latest Addition:
Harold Aljon.d Forum
By Hillary Cusack

Cropley gave an account of the
changes to Decary Hall, and
what this construction meant for
UNE students, faculty and staff.

Cusack toured the highly anticipated and costly Forum that contains anew ice rink, gymnasium,
eatery and classrooms.

Vo. 5Issue 3

Vol. 6Issue 3

First Year Connections Pro-

Global Educatum Presents
Morocco Campai.gn
By Jocelyn Koller
G}obal Education began a very
First Year Connections Program large and influential campaign,
and introduced its importance to hoping to attract students to Mo-

gram
By Aubrey White
White related the goal of the

Nor'easter New readers.

Vol. 5Issue 5
and how it took over the university for afew months.
AdministratiQn Moves Awav
from Making Connections,ReVol. 4I sue 7
places it with New Tag Line
By Constance Glynn
Sevilk Course, Fall Semester Glynn covered this controversial
2011
move made by administration
By Marc Vitagliano
and offered a look at how the
Vitagliano discus ed how UNB new tag line would impact UNE
began their partnership with a students in the Humanities prouniver ity in Seville, Spain.
grams.
UNE Receives Grant for Muse,.
um Course with Saco Museum

Vol 5Issue 11

Vol 5. Issue 7
Noam Chomsky to Lecture at
Westbrook Performing Artv
Center
By Constance Glynn
Chomsky' lecture sparked a lot
of interest in the Center for Global Humanities, which featured
this event.

rocco.

USG Vot.es on Smoking Ban

By Paige Oliver
Oliver covered a controversial
subject centered on UNE's fate
with smoking on campus. After
a student vote in favor of banning tobacco from campus the
issue went to USG, who voted to
ban tobacco use fr mcampus as
well.

Women's Club Rugby Comes to
UNE
By Royale Harden tine

Hardenstine communicated the
anticipation surrounding the
creation of this new club sport
which gained support from UNE
students and staff.

•••

•

•

••

•

NOR'EASTER NEWS
NEEDS
WRITERS
&
PHOTOGRAPHERS LIKE YOU!
CONTACT EIC@NOREASTERNEWS.COM TO LEARN HOW TO GET INVOLVED!

Five years from now, what w·11 you have done for us?
What will we have done for you?
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Our Anniversary Gathering:
You'reInvited
The Nor,easter News would like to cordially invite you to our
anniversary gathering.
Please join us for an evening of celebration and reflection.
Dean of Students Mark Nahorney will share afew words,
which will be followed by refreshments and conversation with
past and current members of the Nor'easter News and university.
November 5, 2012 from 4-5:SOp.m.
St. Francis Room

NOR'EASTER
NEWS
Established 2007
(207) 602-2145
Marcil Hall 3l8B

The Nor'easter News is astudent-run bi-weekly publication dedicated to providing news and information relevant
to the UNE community. Editorially independent of the
university and its administrator •the Nor'ea ter News pursue uch content freely and thoroughly, following professiohal journalistic standards in writing and reporting. The
Nor' easter News is committed to serving as an open forum
for thoughtful and diverse discussion and debate on issues
of interest to the UNE community.
Editor-In-Chief
Executive Business Director
Con tance Glynn
Au tin Smith
(eic@noreastemews.com) (business@noreastemews.
com)
Managing Editor
Staff Advisor
Jocelyn Koller
Karl Koeppel
(me@noreastemews.com)
(kkoeppel@une.edu)

News Editor
Jocelyn Koller
(news@noreasternews.
com)

Features Editor

FIFTH

l1 Hills Baa.ch Road
Biddefotd, ME 0400

Steve Scrivener
(feature @noreastemews.
com)
Sports Editor
Deanna Baumert
(sports@noreastemews.
com)

A&EEditor
Courtney Goulet
(ae@noreasternews.com)
Opinion Editor
Danny Huy
(dbuy@une.edu)
Photography Editor
Kathlene Pangilinan
(photo@noreastemew .
com)
Web Designer/Editor
Aaron Fullerton
(afullerton@une.com)

Staff Writers and Photographers
Con tance Glynn
Raymond Nill
Jocelyn Koller
Kathlene Pangilinan
Steve Scrivener
Contribntors
John Lowery Diane Fitzpatrick
Dean Hey
Ty Gowen
Josh Pahigian
John-Michael
Sean Doyle
Cascio
Danielle Cropley Alyssa Fastnacht
Marissa Simoe
Karl Koeppel
The material contained herein is the property ofNor'easter
News and appears at the sole discretion of the editors. The
editors reserve the right to edit all material. The opinions
expressed in Nor'easter News do not Mcessarily reflect the
views of the editors .

•
••

SUBSCRIPI'IONS
Domestic subscription rates
are $50 for a full year and
$30 for a semester. E-mail
business@noreasternews.
com for more information.

•

ADVERTISING
E-mail business@noreastemews.com for advertising rates and aproduction
schedule.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Nor'easter News welcomes letters to the editor.
ceived by 5PM on the Wednesday before the next publication date. For deadJines and to submit letters, e-mail
eic@noreasternew .com.
•
Longer op-ed submi ions of 500 to 1000 words may be ••
arranged in advance with th opinion editor.
The edjtors re erve the right to edit all submis ions for
•
length.

Letters should not exceed 500 word and must be re-

Like us on facebook and
tweet us at
@noreasternews
CA Int nshipOffice f 118 caryI 207.602.2540

Look·ng to get involved?
Want to join the newspaper?
Email eic@noreasternews.com
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